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characteristics. The characteristic parameters mainly are the
characteristic of spectral absorption or reflection peak valley,
such as absorption or reflection wavelength band location,
depth, slope, width, symmetry, area and the reflectance ratio [34]
.

Abstract—Monitoring crop water content by remote sensing
has been an important problem for agricultural drought
monitoring and water resources management. The triangular
water vegetation index is affected by canopy structure
parameters, such as leaf area index. To improve this, we used the
method of ratio index to put forward a new vegetation index with
the improved soil adjustable vegetation index. The precision of
the new index for monitoring agricultural drought was verified
by simulated data and field observation data. The results showed
that the new index was a good method to monitoring the crop
water content. However, due to the limitations of data acquisition,
the field validation was only with the data of wheat which
observed in Yucheng, shandong province. In the future, more
tests still need to be done.
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I.

Content;

Vegetation

(3) Vegetation index. Vegetation indices (VIs) are the
combination of multiband reflectance. In the means of
monitoring vegetation conditions by remote sensing, vegetation
indices are more reliable than a single band. Due to good
correlations between vegetation leaf water content and shortwave infrared and near infrared band, many researchers have
used the two band area of the reflectance to construct
vegetation indexes to extract of leaf water content information.
Common used moisture of vegetation index such as NDWI,
MSI, WI, PWI, GVMI[5].

Index;

(4) Methods of Vegetation water content ratio index.
Canopy spectra mainly influenced by three major factors: leaf
spectra, vegetation canopy structure and the observation Angle
sensor. Since most sensor use the vertical projection, so a lot of
research focused in two aspects of leaf and canopy structure.
For Leaf water content of inversion, the main consideration is
the cross influence between the leaf area index (LAI) and leaf
water content. How to come up an index which is sensitive to
leaf water content, but not sensitive to LAI, has become a
difficult problem. Ratio index method has shown a good way
to solve this [6].

INTRODUCTION

Leaf water content is an important parameter of describing
vegetation growth, and it is also one of the important indicators
to evaluate whether the crops are lack of water.
Leaf water content of the traditional detection method
mainly is drying. Because of the limitation of sampling, this
method can’t show the situation of crop water content of large
area well. How to quickly obtain the large area crop water
information has attracted more attention. Crop water content by
means of remote sensing inversion has become a good solution.

(5) Radiative transfer models. The study found that the
canopy reflectance model combined with leaf optical model
can be used for inversion of leaf water content. The coupling
model can be made for estimating leaf and canopy parameters,
then estimate leaf EWT by canopy reflectance spectra [2].Now
several common radiative transfer models are used, such as
PROSPECT, LIBERTY, SAIL, KUUSK [7-8].

The current crop leaf water content by remote sensing
information extraction method probably can be divided into the
following categories:
(1) Direct inversion by the moisture absorption band. Many
studies have shown that in the region of the near infrared and
short-wave infrared wavelengths, there are five moisture
absorption bands in 970, 1200, 1450, 1930 and 1200 nm. In the
past, many models were constructed based on the relationships
sensitive wave bands and the leaf water content [1-2].

Due to the unreliability of the experience model and
difficult problem by using radiative transfer model inversion,
vegetation index are now more and more applied in the
inversion of vegetation water content. After the analysis of the
crop moisture sensitive wave bands, the triangular vegetation
moisture index was improved with using compound ratio index.
It is a new way to acquire leaf water content information.

(2) Methods of spectrum analysis. Along with the
continuously growing, crop growth parameters make a lot of
changes, these changes cause the difference of crops spectrum.
Because of these differences, making use of spectrum analysis
technology can obtain much information of vegetation spectral
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II.

MODIFIED TRIANGLE WATER VEGETATION INDEX

the triangle ABC is increasing conversely. As vegetation
reduced moisture percentage, an opposite phenomenon can be
seen. So it’s a good way to make use of the phenomenon.
Through calculation, the final design of triangular vegetation.
The water content index expression is shown as (1).
TWI  S ABC  0.5  (70  ( R1070  R900 ) 170  ( R970  R900 )) (1)
where S△ABC represents the area of the triangle ABC,
R1070, R970 and R900 represents the reflectance of 1070 nm,
970 nm and 900 nm respectively.

Du (2013) proposed a new Vegetation Index of Vegetation
Water content - Triangle Water Vegetation Index (Triangle
Water Vegetation Index, TWI), which can be used to retrieve
crop canopy Water content [9].But in the actual agricultural
research, individual leaf water content is more required. To
achieve this requirement, we have done some improvement.
Now Let’s see how the TWI constructed.
A. Triangle Water Vegetation Index(TWI)
As we all know, there are three obvious vegetation
moisture absorption areas in the spectral range 350-2500 nm.
But two areas of 1420 nm and 1960 nm centered are
vulnerable to the effects of atmospheric water vapor content,
so it’s hard to makes use of the two bands in the remote
sensing application because of too much noise. Many
researches focused in the area of 970nm.
The field observations of canopy spectra at 970 nm is
characterized integrated performance of leaf area index and
crop leaves absorb moisture characteristics. In order to further
understand the crop water at 970 nm absorption characteristics,
the study simulated canopy spectrum under different leaf
water content by the way of Prospect + SAIL. As shown in
figure 1 was the canopy spectra with the use of PROSPECT +
SAIL software simulation in the leaf area index of 2, leaf
water content were 0.01, 0.02, 0.03, 0.04, 0.05, 0.06, 0.07,
0.08, 0.07, 0.08 (mu g/cm2), and other parameters were set at
the default.

B. The improvement of Triangle Water Vegetation Index
Monitoring crop canopy water content with TWI has good
effect, but the performance for the extraction of leaf water
content information is unsatisfactory [9]. This is mainly
because of the influence of leaf area index. Ratio index is a
good way to solve this problem. The modified soil adjustable
vegetation index was introduced to construct a new index.
MSAVI is an improved one based on the soil vegetation
index (SAVI). MSAVI can monitor the changes of leaf area
index, also can reduce the effect by soil background. The
formula of MSAVI is shown below.
MSAVI = 0.5[2R 750 +1- (2R 750 +1)2 -8(R 750 - R 680 )]

(2)

Where R750, R680 represents the reflectance of 750 nm, 680
nm respectively.
Eventually Modified Triangle Water Vegetation Index (M TWI) is shown in formula (3).
M-TWI= TWI/MSAVI

(3)

III. THE RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In order to verify the relation between M-TWI with
vegetation water, the PROSPECT + SAIL model simulation
data and field observation data were analyzed.
A. Validation and discussion with simulated data
PROSPECT model is a leaf optical model based on the
radiative transfer theory developed in Allen plate-type model
theory. It is used to calculate the visible and near-infrared
wavelengths (400 nm to 2500 nm) hemisphere reflectance and
transmittance. SAIL model is the most mature and efficient
canopy spectral model, which focus in the problem of the
canopy multiple scattering. Due to mainly research equivalent
water thickness EWT, so we just set equivalent water thickness
and LAI. The specific input parameters are shown in table 1.

Figure 1 Canopy spectra under different leaf water content

Table 1 Prospect + SAIL model input parameters

From the simulated spectrum, we can see that due to the
absorption of moisture, vegetation spectrum has an obvious
absorption valley between 900 nm to 1070 nm. As the
increasing of vegetation water content, the absorption valley
became more and more deeper. According to the observed
phenomena, Du designed triangle moisture index to measure
the size of the absorption valley. Specific principle is shown in
figure 1. Point A, B and C represents the band reflectance in
the 900 nm, 900 nm and 1070 nm. When moisture percentage
increasing, the reflectance of Point B (970 nm) decreasing, the
reflectance of A and C are low correlation with vegetation
moisture and reflectance basic remain unchanged, the area of

Input parameters

Value
0.01, 0.02, 0.03, 0.04, 0.05, 0.06, 0.07, 0.08,

EWT(mg/cm2)

0.09, 0.10

LAI

0.01,0.1,0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0, 5.0, 6.0

N

1.3
2

Cm(g/cm )

21

0.005

Ch(mg/cm2)

40

LAD

Custom

Figure 2 shows the correlation between the M-TWI which
calculated from Prospect + SAIL simulation data and EWT. It
can be seen that the figure in a scatter diagram represents
regularity. The linear correlation of new index-MTWI is better
than the result of the TWI which made by DU. The fitting
precision is up to 0.5927. But the study found that when LAI <
0.5, the relationship between M - TWI and leaf water content
was very poor, if the points LAI < 0.5 were removed, the linear
relation model fitting precision can reach 0.80 as shown in
figure 2 (b) , the degree of discrete has further improved, so the
new complex ratio vegetation index - TWI can be well used to
monitor leaf water content, especially under the condition of
high vegetation coverage.

IV. CONCLUSION
According to the characteristics of leaf water content, a new
index was modeled based on simulation and field observation
data. Although the results of the study show good, but there are
still some deficiencies need to be further improved in future
studies.
First of all, a lot of researches in this article are based on
PROSPECT + SAIL two physical models, but these models
can’t fully simulate realistic reaction conditions. Because leaf
is described as a multi- Leaf Biochemistry uniform flat in
PROSPECT, and Canopy is composed of the same leaf
collections which has the same biochemical component. But
there are many kinds of crops, while different crops have
different leaf biochemical component distributions. So it needs
more data to validate model, and establish a more stable model.
Secondly, in the establishment of the relationships between
moisture and the vegetation index, we used mathematical
regression method, which is lack of physical meaning.

a

Finally, our study only selected wheat samples with
homogeneous ecological condition, the model can get a good
retrieval accuracy. In reality, there are a lot of mixed pixels
with the spaceborne remote sensing data, such as mixing
different types of vegetation pixels, mixing soil and vegetation
pixels and so on. These may affect the accuracy of the model to
extract the information of vegetation water content. Due to the
lack of relevant data, so there is no use of spaceborne
hyperspectral, which needs to be done in the future.

b

Figure 2 Correlation analysis between M-TWI and leaf water content

B. Validation and discussion with measured data
In order to further verified M - TWI in the actual
application situation, the observed data of wheat which came
from water and nitrogen coupling proving ground in Yucheng
Shandong were used. The testing ground is composed of 32
experimental plots. The plot is a 10 m x 5 m * 1 m (length x
width x height) cement pool. Treating with the different
nitrogen and irrigation, the plots were divided into 10 kinds.
Every kind has three samples. In the whole growth period, the
wheat of spectral data and leaf water content were got by
sampling observation. The relations between the index and the
measured leaf water content of EWT are shown in figure 3.
From the figures, it can be found that the result is similar to the
result of simulation data by PROSPECT + SAIL. TWI
represented very poor, especially in high water content
conditions. And M - TWI has good correlation, data clearly
present linear distribution, similar to the simulation results.
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